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The present paper is a continuation of three papers written by B.J. Ball and Shoji Yokura which 
were concerned with compactifications determined by subsets of C*(X) and functional bases for 
subsets of C*(X). 
The purpose of this paper is to characterize those subsets of C*(X) which generate compac- 
tifications of X. A number of necessary and sufficient conditions for two subsets of C*(X) to 
generate the same compactification are given. A certain assertion is shown to be equivalent to the 
continuum hypothesis. Another assertion is shown to be equivalent to the condition: nHo = n 
whenever cj( n) > K,. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D35, 54D40, 54C20 ( cgv;;;if;~~;;;ons C*(X) 
Introduction 
Throughout this paper, X denotes a nonempty Tychonoff space. The algebra of 
all real-valued continuous functions on the space X is denoted by C(X) and its 
subalgebra of bounded functions by C*(X). 
Let K(X) be the family of all compactifications of X. For (YX E K(X), let C, 
denote the set of all functions f~ C*(X) continuously extendable to QX and let 
%7(X) = {C,: crX E K(X)}. For SE C,, let f* be the continuous extension of the 
function f to (YX and, for Fc C,, let F” = {f”:f~ F}. 
It is generally known that a set F c C*(X) belongs to ‘S(X) if and only if F is 
an algebra which contains all constant functions, separates points from closed sets 
and is closed under uniform convergence. 
For Fc C*(X), let K(F)={~XEK(X): FCC,}. If the family K(F) has a 
minimal element LYNX, then cu,X is said to be determined by the set F. Denote by 
9(X) the family of all subsets of C*(X) which determine compactifications of the 
space X. 
Let 8(X) be the family of all sets F c C*(X) such that the diagonal mapping 
eF = A,, Ff is a homeomorphic embedding. If FE E(X), then the closure of eF(X) 
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in RIFi is a compactification of X. This compactification is said to be generated by 
F and is denoted by eFX. If CYX E K(X), FE ‘i%(X) and (YX = eFX, then we say 
that F generates CYX. 
Finally, let 9(X) be the family of all sets Fc C*(X) which separate points from 
closed sets. It is well known that 9(X) c ‘8(X) c 9(X); however, in general, both 
inclusions are proper. 
The present paper is a continuation of the work done by Ball and Shoji Yokura 
in [l-4]. In this note we shall be primarily concerned with studying the family 
8(X). We shall give a number of necessary and sufficient conditions for F c C*(X) 
to generate a fixed compactification ax. We shall also answer the following question 
raised by Chandler in [5]: What are necessary and sufficient conditions for subsets 
F and G of C*(X) to generate the same compactification of X?. Most of our 
theorems will be formulated in terms of algebras of functions. 
For notation and terminology not defined here, see [5] and [7]. 
1. Some algebras of C*(X) 
In [3] Ball and Shoji Yokura introduced the following: 
1.1 Definition. Let F be a subset of C*(X) and n z 1 a cardinal number. Then 
(i) F, is the set of all diagonal mappings of the form A,,sf, where S is a set 
of cardinality n and fs E F for s E S; 
(ii) M”(F) = {cpog: cp E C(R”) and g E F,,}; 
(iii) M”(F) = lJ~=, M”(F). 
1.2. Basic properties of the operations M”. Suppose that F is a subset of C*(X). 
Then 
(i) F c M”(F) = C*(X) for any cardinal number n 2 1; 
(ii) if lcnsm, then M”(F)cM”(F); 
(iii) M”[M”(F)]cM”‘“(F) for any cardinal numbers nal and msl; 
(iv) if F c C, for some C, E V(X), then M”(F) c C, for any cardinal number 
nz1. 
(see [3; Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 2.11.) 
1.3. Proposition. If F c C*(X) and n 2 Ho, then M”(F) = M”o(F). 
Proof. It follows from Property 1.2(ii) that MKo(F) c M”(F). 
Let h E M”(F) and h = (poAsfsfs where S is a set of cardinality n, fs E F for s E S 
and Q E C(R”). Let R, = R for s E S. By virtue of the theorem given in [7; Problem 
2.7.12.(c)], we obtain that there exist a countable set SOc S and a function cpoc 
WIS&o R,) such that Q = 'poops, where psO is the projection of the space R” = 
Ls Rs onto rIseso R,. Let us observe that h = ~~~~~~~~~~ therefore h E M”o(F) 
and M”(F) c M”o( F). 0 
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In Section 3 we shall use the following definition. 
1.4. Definition. Let F be a subset of C*(X). If F # 0, then 
MF ={qoAfSFf: cp E C(RIF’)}; 
if F =0, then we define MF =0 (compare [4; Section 2, p. 31.) 
1.5. Remark. Our Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 1.4(iii) of [3] imply that MF = 
M”o(F) for any Fc C*(X). 
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of the above remark and 
Lemma 3.2 of [4]. 
1.6. Proposition. Zf F is a nonempty subset of C*(X), then MNo(F) is a uniformly 
closed subalgebra of C*(X) containing F and all constant functions. 
1.7. Remark. Without any difficulties we can check that if a set Fc C*(X) is 
nonempty, then M”(F) is a subalgebra of C*(X) containing F and all constant 
functions; however, M”(F) need not be closed under uniform convergence. Indeed, 
consider the space N of positive integers and, for i = 1,2,. . . and n E N, define 
f(n)=l/n and F={f,,f,,.. .}; let us notice that each function from M”(F) takes 
a finite number of values, so f G M”(F), but the sequence (f;) is uniformly convergent 
to .f: 
1.8. Theorem. Zf Fc C*(X), then M”(F) is a uniformly dense subset of M’o(F). 
Proof. Consider any function h E MKo(F). There exist a sequence (jj) of functions 
from the set F and a function cp E C(R”O) such that h = cp~A~~Ji’. Let Kit R be 
compact intervals such that J(X) c Ki for i = 1,2,. . .; denote K = flT=, Ki and fix 
apoint(y*)EKForn=1,2 ,... andy,ER(i=l,2 ,..., n),wedefine 
(Pn(J?,yz,. . .,Yn)=~P(Yl,YZ,...,Yn,Y~+*,Y~+z,...) 
and h, = rp, oar=‘=, A Clearly, h, E M”(F) for n = 1,2, . . . . We shall show that the 
sequence (h,) is uniformly convergent to h. 
Let us take an E > 0; denote by d an arbitrary metric on R bounded by 1 and let 
P((Yi), (zi)) = IF $ d(Yiv zi) for all (yt), (zi) E RKo. 
i=* 
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As the function cp is uniformly continuous on the set K, there exists some F > 0 
such that 
(1) ify,zEKandp(y,z)<&thenIp(y)-cp(z)l<E. 
For n = 1,2, . . . and x E X, let 
(Cl”(X) = (fi(x),_Mx), . . . Al(x), YE+,, YZ+2,. . .) 
andrCr=A~“=,J;.Itiseasytoobservethat,forn=1,2,...,wehave 
(2) h, = VO&, h = cpo$ and $,,(x), $(x) E K for all XE X. 
Let us take a positive integer m such that 1/2m < 6. Obviously, 
P($n(X), 44x))s i=;+i ++ 6 whenever n 2 m and x E X. 
Thus, by virtue of (1) and (2), we obtain that (h,(x)-h(x)(< E for all XE X and 
nam. 0 
For Fc C*(X), let &B(F) be the smallest subalgebra of C*(X) containing F. 
In [l; Remark 3, p. 91 B.J. Ball and Shoji Yokura suggested that the set M*(F) 
should contain d(F). We shall show that, for an arbitrary positive integer n, the 
set M”(F) need not be an algebra and d(F) need not be contained in M”(F). 
1.9. Example. Let R be the space of real numbers with the discrete topology, n - a 
given positive integer and, for i = 1,2,. . . , n + 1 let us define 
/;(x)={ 0 ifxsi, 
1 ifx>i, 
and F={f,,f,,...,f,+ll. It is easy to show that each function from F,, takes at 
most n + 1 values; this implies that any function from M”(F) has not more than 
n + 1 values, the function f= C:z: h has n + 2 values; thus f& M”(F). Therefore, 
the set M”(F) is not an algebra and, moreover, d(F) is not contained in M”(F). 
For F c C*(X), let F be the closure of F in C*(X) with the topology of uniform 
convergence. 
1.10. Proposition. Let F be a subset of C*(X) which contains a nonzero constant 
function. Then d(F) c M”(F) c d(F). 
Proof. By Remark 1.7, we have G!(F) c M”(F). Let h E M”(F). There exist func- 
tions f,,f2,... ,f,E F and a function VE C(R”) such that h =cpoAy,,J. Since 
F c C*(X), there exists a compact subset K of the space R” such that A :=, J(X) c K. 
It follows from the Weierstrass theorem that there is a sequence (Q,) of polynomials 
of n variables, uniformly convergent on the set K to the function cp. Let us define 
h,=Q,oA:=,f; forj=1,2 ,... . Since F contains a nonzero constant function, we 
have that hj E d(F) for j = 1,2,. . . . To complete the proof it suffices to observe 
that the sequence (hj) is uniformly convergent on the space X to the function h; 
thus h E d(F) and M”(F) c d(F). 0 
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From Propositions 1.6 and 1.10 and from Theorem 1.8 we immediately obtain 
the following: 
1.11. Corollary. If a set Fc C*(X) contains a nonzero constant function, then 
a(F) = MNo( F). 
1.12. Corollary. If F is a nonempty subset of C*(X), then MKO(F) is the smallest 
subalgebra of C*(X) closed under uniform convergence, containing F and all constant 
functions. 
1.13. Corollary. If F c C*(X) and F c G c M”o( F), then MKo( F) = M”o( G). 
In the next section we shall use the above results to obtain some theorems on 
subsets of C*(X) generating compactifications of X. 
2. Subsets of C*(X) generating compactifications 
To begin with, we shall prove the following: 
2.1. Theorem. For any subset F of C*(X), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) FE 8(X); 
(ii) M”(F) E 9(X); 
(iii) MKo( F) E 9(X); 
(iv) d(F) E 9(X). 
Proof. It follows from [7; Exercise 2.3.D] that the diagonal mapping A,,,f is a 
homeomorphic embedding if and only if the family lJrzp=, F,, separates points from 
closed sets. Using this fact, we shall show that (i)e(ii). 
Suppose first that A is a closed subset of X and x E X\A. If FE ‘8(X), then there 
are a positive integer n and a function g E F, such that g(x) f cl,n[g(A)]. Taking 
a function cp E C(R”) such that cp[g(x)] = 0 and cp[g(A)] c {l}, we obtain that 
M”(F) separates the point x from the set A; thus M”(F) E 9(X) and (i)+(ii). 
Conversely, if Mm(F) E 9(X), then there are a positive integer m, a function 
$E C(Rm) and a mapping hE F,,, such that $oh(x)$cl,[rC,oh(A)]; hence h(x)& 
cl R,n[ h (A)] and lJz==, F,, separates points from closed sets. Therefore F E ‘8(X) and 
(ii)*(i). 
The implications (iv)j(ii)+(iii) are obvious. To conclude the proof, it suffices 
to show that (iii)+(iv). 
Applying Corollaries 1.11 and 1.13, we deduce that sY(F u (1)) = MNo( F). If 
M”~(F)E~(X), then, by Lemma 3.5 of [1], &(Fu{1})~9(X). However, &(Fu 
{ 1)) is the set of all functions of the form f + r where f E a(F) and r is a constant 
function. This implies that L&!(F) E 9(X) and (iii)+(iv). 0 
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The equivalence of conditions (i) and (iii) in the above theorem also follows from 
our Remark 1.5 and Theorem 2.2 of [4]. We expect that our proof of the mentioned 
equivalence is clearer than that given in [4] for Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.1 implies an interesting property of subalgebras of C*(X). 
2.2. Corollary. If Fis a subalgebra ofC*(X), then FE Z?(X) if and only if it separates 
points from closed sets. 
For any Fc C*(X), let C, =n{C, E V(X): Fc C,}. 
Theorem 2.4 of [4], together with the proof of Theorem 2.5 of [4] and our Remark 
1.5, yields the following: 
2.3. Theorem. Let F c C*(X). Then FE 8(X) if and only if FE 9(X) and 
MKo( F) = Cr. 
An alternate way of proving the above theorem is to use Theorem 3.1 of [l] 
and to observe that, by our Proposition 1.6, MNo(F) E g(X) if and only if 
MN”(F) E 9(X). 
Let us notice that if FE 9(X), then the equality M”o(F) = C, need not hold 
even if F separates points of the space X. 
2.4. Example. Let wR be the one-point compactification of the real line R; COE 
(wR\R) and F = {f E C,: f(0) = f “(co)}. It is easy to check that F is an algebra 
which contains all constant functions, separates points of R and is closed under 
uniform convergence; moreover, FE 9(R) and F # C, = Cr. From Corollary 1.12 
it follows that M’o(F) = F, so i@(F) # C,. 
This example also shows that Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 of [l] are false (see 
[2] and [4; Section 3, p. 51.) 
2.5. Theorem. Suppose that 0: 2 c*(x)+ 2c*(x) is a mapping satisfying the following 
condition: Fc @(F)c hINo for any Fc C*(X). 
If either FE ‘8(X) or Q(F) E 8(X), then both the sets F and G(F) generate the 
same compactijication of X. 
Proof. Assume that either FE Z?(X) or Q(F) E %‘(X). From Corollary 1.13 and the 
property of 0 it follows that MNo(F) = MKo[ o(F)]. Hence, Theorem 2.1 implies 
that FE E(X) and 0(F) E 8(X). Thus, by virtue of Theorem 2.3, C, = CacF1 and, 
by using Theorem 3.1 of [l], we obtain that F and Q(F) generate the same 
compactification. 0 
The above theorem is an %-version of Theorem 3.2 of [l]; moreover, it is worth 
noticing that 0(F) is a subset of C*(X) whose functional base is F (see [3].) 
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An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5, Properties 1.2(i)-(ii) and Proposition 
1.6 is the following corollary. 
2.6. Corollary. For a set F c C*(X) and a compactijication (YX of X, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F generates (YX; 
(ii) one of the sets a(F), E, M’(F), M2( F), . . . , M”(F), M”n( F) generates ax; 
(iii) each of the sets J%!(F), F, M’(F), M2( F), . . . , M”(F), MNo( F) generates uX. 
2.7. Remark. Corollary 2.2 implies that M”(F) E $(X) if and only if M”(F) E 
9(X). The same is true for MHo(F). However, if n is a positive integer and FE 8(X), 
then M”(F) E 8(X), but M”(F) need not separate points from closed sets. For 
example, if Fg 9(X), then M’(F)g 9(X). 
2.8. Theorem. For any sets FE ‘Z?(X) and G c C*(X), the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) GE g(X) and e,X = e,X; 
(ii) MNo( F) = MKo( G); 
(iii) a( G u { 1)) is a uniformly dense subset of M”o( F); 
(iv) M”(G) is a uniformly dense subset of M”o( F). 
Proof. Applying our Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.1 of [l], we immediately obtain 
that (i)+(ii). Arguing similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, we deduce that 
(ii)+(i). The implications (ii)+(iii)+(iv) follow from Corollaries 1.11 and 1.13 
and Proposition 1.10. The implication (iv)+(ii) is a consequence of Theorem 
1.8. 0 
In the sequel, we shall consider three topologies in the set C*(X): the topology 
of uniform convergence, that of pointwise convergence and the compact-open 
topology. As usual, we shall denote the set C*(X) with the compact-open topology 
by C,*.,(X) and with the topology of pointwise convergence by C,*(X). 
In [l; Theorem 3.81 Ball and Shoji Yokura proved that each set C, E g(X) is 
dense in C:,(X). Using this fact, we shall show the following proposition. 
2.9. Proposition. If FE ‘8(X), then the sets Oe(F u {l}), M”(F) and i@(F) are 
dense in C&(X). 
Proof. Suppose that FE 8(X). Then, by Theorem 3.1 of [l] and our Theorem 2.3, 
M”o(F) E T(X), so MKo(F) is dense in C:,(X). As the topology of uniform 
convergence is finer than the compact-open topology, it follows from Corollaries 
1.11 and 1.13 and Theorem 1.8 that both the sets d(Fu{l}) and M”(F) also are 
dense in C:,(X). 0 
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2.10. Remarks. Let us observe that the set F considered in Example 2.4 is dense 
in C, with the compact-open topology, so it is dense in Cz,( R). Hence, the converse 
of Proposition 2.9 does not hold even if we assume that FE 9(X). 
If G is the set of all constant functions on R, then GE 9(R), but the sets 
d(Gu{l}), M”(G) and M”o(G) are dense neither in C:,(R) nor in C,*(R). 
For sets AC X and U c R, we define G(A, U) = {f~ C*(X):f(A) = U}. 
One can suspect that if F is a dense subset of C,*.,(X), then FE 9(X). That this 
is false is shown by the following example. 
2.11. Example. Let X be an arbitrary uncountable set, x0 a point of X, and let all 
the subsets of X that either do not contain x,, or have the countable complements 
be open sets in X; then X is a normal space and x0 is the only point at which X 
is not locally compact. Consider the set F ={f~ C*(X):fP(px,x=f(~,,)}. It is 
obvious that F & 9(X). We shall show that F is dense in C&,(X). 
Let G = ny=, G(Ai, Vi) where Ai are compact subsets of X and U, are open 
subsets of R for i = 1,2,. . . , n, and let g E G. Define 
and 
h(x) = 
g(x) for x E 5 Ai, 
i=l 
g(xJ for x~W\Wu{xol, 
B = fi Ai U (pX\X) u {X0}. 
i=l 
Since the sets lJy=, Ai and (pX\X) u x0 are compact in PX, the function h: B + R { } 
is continuous and, hence, has a continuous extension 6 to /3X. If f= fi],, then 
f~ Gn F, so F is a dense subset of C:,(X). 
We conclude this section with the following: 
2.12. Theorem. For any set F c C*(X) and any compactijcation aX of X, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
F generates ax; 
MHo( F) = C,; 
M”(F) is a uniformly dense subset of C,; 
F c C,, and M”(F)” is a uniformly dense subset of C(aX); 
F c C,, and M”(F)* is a dense subset of C,(aX). 
Moreover, in conditions (iii)-(v) the algebra Mm(F) can be replaced by &(F u (1)). 
Proof. If F generates CZX, then C, = C, (see [l; Theorem 3.11) and, by Theorem 
2.3, MKo( F) = C,. Thus (i) + (ii). The implication (ii) *(iii) follows from Theorem 
1.8. 
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By assigning to any f E C, the function f a E C( ax), we establish a homeomorph- 
ism of the space C, onto C((YX) (both the spaces are considered with the topology 
of uniform convergence); therefore (iii) + (iv). 
Since the topology of uniform convergence is finer than that of pointwise conver- 
gence, the implication (iv)*(v) holds. 
One can easily observe that if the set M”(F)* is dense in C,( CYX), then it separates 
points of (YX. Thus, to prove the implication (v)+(i), it suffices to apply Theorem 
2.3 of [4] and our Corollary 2.6. 
The proof for the algebra &(Fu (1)) is similar. 0 
3. Cardinalities of sets generating compactifications 
At first, we need to recall the definitions of some cardinal numbers, all of them 
introduced by Ball and Shoji Yokura in [3]. 
3.1. Definition. Let CUX be a given compactification of X and n 2 1 a cardinal 
number. Then 
(i) m,(c~X) =min{lF(: Fc C*(X) and M”(F) = C,}; 
(ii) rn,((~X) =min{lFI: Fc C*(X) and M”(F) = C,}; 
(iii) m(aX) =min{lFI: Fc C*(X) and MF = C,}. 
Since, by Proposition 1.3 and Remark 1.5, M”(F) = MHo(F) = MF for any set 
F c C*(X) and any cardinal number n 2 No, we have that m, (crX) = mH,,( LYX) = 
m( ax) for any cardinal number n 3 No. Hence, Ball and Shoji Yokura should have 
only considered the cardinal numbers m,(cxX), m,(aX), . . . , m,,(aX) and 
m,((-YX). The same arguments show that Theorem 3.10 of [3] is needless. If we 
assume the continuum hypothesis (CH) instead of the generalized continuum 
hypothesis (GCH), then Theorem 3.10 of [3] and the first part of Theorem 3.i of 
[3] are identical. 
In [l; Section 4, p. 91 Ball and Shoji Yokura defined the cardinal number e(aX) 
in the way shown below. 
3.2. Definition. Let aX be a compactification of X. Then 
e(aX)=min{lF]: FE E(X) and e,X=aX}. 
Let us observe that the equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) given in Theorem 
2.12 implies the following proposition. 
3.3. Proposition. For any compactiJication aX of X, we have the equality e(aX) = 
m,,(aX). 
Denote by w(Y) the weight of a topological space Y and let I be the interval 
[0, l] with the usual topology. 
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Our preceding proposition, along with Corollary 3.3 of [3], yields: 
3.4. Proposition. If aX is a nonmetrizable compactification of X, then e(oX) = 
w( ax). Moreover, a compactification yX of X is metrizable if and only if e( -yX) s NO. 
3.5. Proposition. For every nonempty Tychonofl space X, the equality 
min{e(aX): (YX E K(X)} = min{ n 2 1: X is embeddable in I”} holds. 
3.6. Remark. Suppose that F c C*(X) generates ax. Then, by virtue of Theorem 
2.12, we have the equality Muo(F) = C,; however, the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [3] 
points out that if we assume CH and if F is an uncountable set such that IFI < IC,l, 
then M”(F) # C,. 
The following theorem is worth noticing: 
3.7. Theorem. The continuum hypothesis is equivalent to the following proposition: 
For every Tychonoff space X and any uncountable subset F of C*(X) such that 
M”(F) = C*(X), the equality IFI = ICY*(X)] holds. 
Proof. Let X be a Tychonoff space and F c C*(X) an uncountable set such that 
M”(F) = C*(X). Assuming CH and using the same arguments as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.8 in [3], we obtain that IFI = IC*(X)l. 
On the other hand, applying Theorem 3.11 of [3], we conclude that there are a 
Tychonoff space X and a set F c C*(X) such that M”(F) = C*(X) and IFI = K1. 
If we suppose that IFI = IC*(X)l, then K1 = 2K~. 0 
For every cardinal number n > 1, we denote by cf(n) the cofinality type of n. It 
is generally known that, by assuming GCH, for any cardinal number n > 1, we have 
(a) nKo= n if cf(n)> No; 
(b) nKo> n if K,acf(n) 
(see [8; Section 8, Remark 2, p. 193.) 
We shall finish with proving 
3.8. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) for every cardinal number n such that cf(n) > No, the equality n*o= n holds; 
(ii) for every Tychonof,Tspace X such that cflw(pX)] > NO, the equality e(pX) = 
IC*(X)l holds. 
Proof. Let X be a Tychonoff space such that cflw@X)] > No. From Proposition 
3.4 it follows that e(pX) = w(pX). Since IC*(X)] = w(/3X)“o (see [6, p. 185]), the 
implication (i)+(ii) holds. 
Conversely, if X is the one-point compactification of the discrete space of 
cardinality n such that cf(n) > K,,, then e(pX) = n and /C*(X)1 = nNo, thus (ii)*(i). 
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3.9. Proposition. Let (YX be a compacti$cation ofX such that cfi w( ax)] > NO, and 
assume GCH. Then, for each positive integer n, we have the equalities m,,(aX) = 
m,(LyX) = m,(aX) = IC,l. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that IC,l= ado= w((YX) = e(cYX) = mN,,(aX), and 
mN,(aX) G m&ax) s m,(aX) for each positive integer n. 0 
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